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Maturing Audit Plans and Processes
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Historically, the relationship between audit, risk and compliance capabilities has been shallow – if it existed at all. Less mature audit
approaches have addressed regulatory compliance but have failed to use risk management and performance metrics information to
scope and efficiently perform audits that are targeted to the entity’s real issues. Today, technology enables a more mature approach
to audit, using compliance and risk capabilities to improve and define audit plans and processes that bring true strategic advantage.

1. PLAN

2. DO

Align audit objectives with the organization's strategic and operating objectives.

Coordinate dynamic risk evaluation, continuous control monitoring, and assurance work
across audit, risk and compliance to drive updated and efficient coverage of the risk universe.

PERFORM AUDITS & COOORINATE RESULTS

START
BY DEFINING OBJECTIVES
& STRATEGIC APPROACHES
TOGETHER

AUDIT

RISK

OPERATIONS
RISKS

COMPLIANCE

EXECUTIVE PRIORITIES

STAKEHOLDER AUDIT
REQUIREMENTS

We can use real-time
executive reporting to
refine our approach.

SYSTEMS

EFFICIENCY
Inefficiencies come to light that are
addressed by process improvement
and standardization.

By doing
continuous control
monitoring and
reviewing key
metrics, we can
direct or eliminate
DYNAMIC RISK &
assurance work.
CONTROL MONITORING

ACCOUNTABILITY
Areas that were previously falling
through the cracks are identified;
enabling the organization to assign
accountability at all levels, from risks
to processes to findings.

By working as a team we'll
get better results in this audit.

COLLABORATION
The old proverb “many hands make light
work” comes into play as opportunities
to better divide and conquer emerge.

DEFINE THE ORGANIZATION
AUDIT
BUSINESS
OWNER

Audit, Risk and Compliance need a
common and interrelated view of the
organization's processes, resources,
IT and products to properly evaluate
risk and priorities.

RISK

3. CHECK

COMPLIANCE

COLLABORATE & COORDINATE

It would be easier if Audit,
Risk and Compliance would
align their methodologies
and approaches.

PRIORITIES

We should consider
regulations, standards
and best practices as we
set up our schedule and
priorities, while making
sure they align with our
business objectives.

SCHEDULE

We are planning global
audit of anti-corruption
capabilities. What else do
you think should have a full
global review this year?
What emerging
business issues
and risks should
be considered?

We are going into three
new countries this year,
and there's an acquisition
coming up.

Manage audit results, issues and remediation plans through one coordinated approach to drive
the best prioritization, resource utilization, follow up, and reporting to executive management.

ANALYZE & ACT ON FINDINGS

Establish common risk and assurance
methodologies and involve all relevant
roles in each step of the process.
Establish a common technology
approach that allows each to add and
access relevant and timely information.
We need to consider risk,
regulatory scrutiny and resource
availability before we decide the
timing and sequence of our
assurance activities.

Removing boundaries between audit and
other assurance groups can lead to many
benefits:
VISIBILITY
Understanding each other’s activities
and priorities leads to higher value
opportunities for alignment.

We need to be sure we align our
audit plan with our performance,
risk and compliance objectives
and strategies.
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Ensure that audit and compliance are able to "divide
and conquer" necessary audit and assessment tasks,
and work together on more intricate issues.

ALIGNING
ASSURANCE
ACTIVITIES

Establish combined view of findings in the
system automatically with different views
for different users and for monitoring.

COMMON
MISTAKES
Establishing a purely
rotational approach for
every area of audit

MONITOR PROGRESS
Monitor action on findings and
recommendations.

Equally distributing
available resources
without prioritizing

REPORT
Automate reporting and develop
custom reports for different needs
and audiences. Ensure that findings
affecting objectives, strategy and
audit planning are reported to
management with those
responsibilities.

AUDIT MANAGEMENT PORTAL
AUDIT PLAN PERFORMANCE

Failing to consider
scheduling burdens or to
create a unified audit plan

AUDIT PLAN DETAILS

AUDIT ENTITY MAPS

PLAN

RISKS

We haven't had a good audit of
environmental compliance outside
the U.S. so I'd like to have that done.

ALIGN ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES
Review historic assessments of risk, performance
and compliance and conduct additional analysis
together with process owners in each area.

Designing an audit
that does not tie to specific
objectives and related risks

PRIORITIZE SCOPE & SCHEDULE
Determine audit priorities based on potential
impact on objectives and coordinate scheduled
audits to reduce impact on operations.
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Here's the report
for your meeting with
the audit committee.

Auditing what you know,
not what is important based
on risk assessments

Here we can see detailed
reports with audit, risk and
compliance information.

$

Limiting audits based on
available resources rather
than asking for more

